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Abstract: this paper presents the existing technologies for design of statistical control charts as well as their 
implementation in some of the leading bulgarian and western universities. Since there is no currently distance 
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1. Introduction
Control charts are an essential tool used in 

quality control. they provide information not 
only for quality improvements, process capability 
and specifications but also for estimation of 
staff performance. Currently there are two basic 
approaches to design them: classical and computer 
based.

the classical appro     ach uses traditional 
methods for computing with calculator and 
drawing the chart with pencil on paper. this 
approach is widely distributed in the quality control 
literature and consequently studied in courses 
around the world.

PC-based approach, on the other side, automates 
the calculation and graphical procedures, 
minimizing the probability of subjective errors 
in calculating the values of the charts and greatly 
speeds up the process of their construction. 
Currently there are several basic software that can 
be used to build control charts. they are:

• excel и libra/open office Calc
• Statistica
• Statgraphics
• matlab and octave
• labView
• minitab Statistical Software

Since the classical approach is well known, this 
paper is devoted to computer-based approach and 
it possibilities to implement in distance learning 
courses. Review of the existing technologies 
and their applications in e-learning will be done. 
Additionally a conception of virtual laboratory for 
design of control chart for educational purposes 
will be described.

2. Technologies used to design control 
charts
A. STATISTICA Enterprise Server Application
StAtIStICA enterprise Server [1] is web-based 

software that allows processing and analysis of data 
using multi-client server architecture. It offers 
computational, analytical and graphical features 
through a user friendly, interactive, standard Web 
or Windows client interfaces. this allows users to 
remotely enter a set of data to process them and 
analyze results. StAtIStICA enterprise Server is 
an open architecture and includes .net compatible 
set of development tools, based on standard syntax 
conventions such as Vb Script, C++/C#, html, 
java, and Xml). the later allow users to customize 
all major system components or expand them by 
building or adding new components. the system 
is compatible with the main web server platforms 
(eg unIX Apache and microsoft IIS), and works in 
both microsoft .net and Sun/java environments. 
It requires no changes to the existing firewall and 
In ternet/Intranet security systems [1].

StAtIStICA enterprise Server supports many 
customizable web-based analytical applications, 
where users have quick and easy access to the 
desired set of applications, results of analyzes 
and reports, all of them displayed within the web 
browser. It provides benefits like no client software 
to install, central configuration and ongoing 
management as well as increased productivity [1]. 
the main advantages of this product are:

• It can operate as a core of the whole 
information system, allowing participants to 
work together and quickly share the results 
of analyzes.

• It allows management access of specific 
groups of users to specific data or reports.
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• When StAtIStICA enterprise Server 
is used, the local computer controls the 
user interface of StAtIStICA, and all 
calculations are performed on the server

• StAtIStICA enterprise Server supports 
parallel multiprocessor data processing 
and allows the building of internal cloud 
computing structures.

the StAtIStICA system architecture uses a 
web server (unix-based Apache) and at least one 
StAtIStICA enterprise Server (figure 1).
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Fig. 1. The system architecture of STATISTICA 
Enterprise

the Web server processing requests received 
by the browser, and sending them to StAtIStICA 
enterprise Server; and later processing responses 
from StAtIStICA enterprise Server for display 
in the user browser.

Communication between the web server and 
the StAtIStICA enterprise Server is carried out 
through technology, based on industry standard 
Xml. the system allows customization and/or 
expansion of new applications (functionalities) 
either from server-side or client-side. only 
standard tools (such as Vb or Xml/html) are 
used to customize or extend the system.

Definitions of Web pages (which the customer 
observes) and StAtIStICA scripts (which client 
performs) are located in a specific place on the 
server. StAtIStICA Visual basic Web extensions 
included in StAtIStICA enterprise Server allow 
change of the graphs and tables presentations by 
adding html tags.

one of the key elements in StAtIStICA 
enterprise Server is security. users enter the 
system with username and password. System 
administrators are able to control access to data 
sources and scripts by changing the permissions 
of users or groups. the highest level of access 

allows users (or administrators) to perform almost 
arbitrary scripts (for example, to perform system 
administration or maintenance).

StAtIStICA enterprise Server/qC is designed 
to create quality control applications. It includes 
a database with high performance (or optimized 
interface to existing databases), real-time and 
remote monitoring through a set of analytical tools 
(eg control charts), a web-based user interface, 
reporting features for management, Six Sigma 
options and many more. the main features are:

• Databases with high performance and 
intuitive tools for system administration as 
well as internal security system

• Personal user interfaces for different users
• easy to use database access, including 

interactive queries
• A wide variety of analytical tools
• Vb integration with database and recording 

macros applications 
• one-click access to analyzes and reports
• functionality for sharing queries, special 

applications and more.
• Connectivity and integration with external 

applications (mS Word, mS excel, web 
browsers)

• unlimited possibilities for extension and 
customization.

B. STATGRAPHICS Online
StAtgRAPhICS online [2] is statistical tool 

that operates in a web client/server environment. 
Input data can be inserted directly in the editor 
field or read from file. Calculations are performed 
remotely on a web server (server-side) and the 
results are returned to the web browser (client-
side). the main features are:

• It does not require downloading from the 
Internet and installation. Program operates 
in most web browsers.

• Data can be entered directly into a standard 
StAtgRAPhICS format, copied and moved 
to the clipboard or read from text, Xml or 
excel files.

• All  calculat ions are performed by 
StAtgRAPhICS .net services, working 
on StAtgRAPhICS servers.

• the results are returned as html with 
graphics in gIf format.

• Supports output in english, french, german, 
Italian or Spanish.

• Analyses can be saved as Xml scripts and 
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reused.
• Interactive StAtletS in java are also 

provided to demonstrate the important 
statistical concepts.

StAtgRAPhICS online contains the following 
procedures related to quality control and design of 
control charts:

• Pareto analysis
• Capability Analysis
• Control charts for variables
• Control charts for attributes
• Reliability Analysis
• Six Sigma

C.  LabView
labView is software that has the tools needed 

to create and distribute systems for measurement 
and control through unprecedented integration 
with hardware. labVIeW Statistical Process 
Control (SPC) toolkit adds controls and their 
corresponding virtual instruments grouped into 
three categories:

• Control charts, 
• Processes charts 
• Pareto diagrams [3]. 

labView also allows client-server configuration. 
on the server is developed the virtual instrument, 
and each client has remote access to via web 
browser according to set of permissions. the 
overall structure is very similar to StAtIStCA 
enterprise Server structure.

D. MATLAB
mAtlAb is software package widely used in 

the engineering community to perform complex 
calculations, simulations, and graphical display of 
results. It is equipped with built-in functions for 
the construction of control charts. [4] the control 
charts are designed with function controlchart. 
the following types of charts can be designed 
using mAtlAb:

• Average
• Standard deviation
• Range
• exponentially weighted moving average
• Individual monitoring
• moving range of individual observations
• moving average of  the individual 

observations
• Percent defectives

• number defectives
• Defects per unit
• number of defects

Control limits are defined by function 
controlrules.

by using mathWorks application deployment 
product, mAtlAb Internet components performing 
mathematical calculations and generating graphs 
can be developed. After the development of the 
algorithm in mAtlAb, a standard component 
can be designed to integrate in a web application 
by using java and .net mAtlAb builder tools. 
once the component is on a web server, users 
can access it through a web browser and do not 
need to install additional software on their client 
computers. Created java and .net components can 
be used with standard Web technologies like ASP.
net, SoA, SaaS, javaScript and html.

unfortunately, after version 2006b, mAtlAb 
Web Server is not available. however, there are 
several deployment and access via Internet options 
to mAtlAb applications:

• mAtlAb builder ne for design of server 
.net components.

• mAtlAb builder jA for design of server 
java component.

• Com, CgI, or other technologies.

E.  EXCEL
excel is software which allows construction of 

control charts [5]. unlike previous products, it has 
no built-in functions to calculate control limits and 
draw charts. It requires all the calculation steps 
to be made by the user as well as all the steps for 
displaying charts. Another major difference is the 
lack of client-server architecture. this requires 
the pre-installed version of excel and/or libra/
open office Calc on the client machine, where 
all the procedures to design the control charts will 
be carried out.

F. MINITAB Statistical Software
minitab Statistical Software [6] is software for 

statistical analysis of data, which consist of add-on 
for calculation of various types of control charts. 
It does not contain client-server architecture and 
requires installation of a user's computer as excel. 
unlike excel, however, the steps necessary to 
construct the charts are automated. Charts which 
can be generated are:

• Control charts for variables: Xbar, R, S, 
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Xbar-R, Xbar-S, I, mR, I-mR, I-mR-R/S, 
zone, Z-mR

• Control charts for attributes: p, np, c, u, p.
• time weighted control charts: mA, eWmA, 

CuSum
• multivariate control charts: t-squared, 

generalized variance, meWmA
• Control charts for infrequently occurring 

events: g, t.

from the review of existing technologies for 
design of control charts can be concluded that the 
products excel and minitab are not particularly 
suited for distance learning due to lack of client-
server architecture. from others products, more 
attention should be paid on labView because of 
its integration with hardware, which would allow 
the development of a virtual laboratory for control 
charts with direct input from the measurement 
module for a given quantity.

3. Application of modern technologies 
in Statistical Process Control learning
there are several universities in bulgaria 

where knowledge management system has been 
implemented. this suggests that it is possible to 
be distance learning courses in quality control and 
construction of control charts. the table 1 shows 
the investigated universities.

Table 1. Distance learning implementation in 
bulgarian univeristuies

University Distance Learning Courses in Quality 
Control and Design of Control Charts 

technical university of 
Sofia 

no distance learning courses in quality 
control 

Sofia university St. 
Kliment ohridski  

no distance learning courses in quality 
control 

technical university of 
gabrovo 

no distance learning courses in quality 
control 

Rousse university Angel 
Kunchev 

no distance learning courses in quality 
control 

new bulgarian university there is a course in quality management 
Systems [7] 

 
It shows clearly that only the new bulgarian 

university has a distance course covering the topic 
of quality. unfortunately, there is no any indication 

that the course is active. In all other universities, 
there are no distance courses in area of design of 
control charts and quality control. this indicates 
the lack of developed virtual laboratory and 
instruments for design of charts, though there are 
available technologies.

the next table lists several western universities 
with distance learning implemented. It shows that 
in two universities there are distance learning 
courses related to quality management. In berkeley 
there is no description and content of the course, 
while in Portsmouth are described mainly topics 
related to quality management, however the topic 
about statistical control charts is not mentioned. 
What is common in both cases is that access to 
the learning materials requires registration and no 
unauthorized user access.

Table 2. Distance learning implementation in 
non-bulgarian univeristies

University Distance Learning Courses in Quality 
Control and Design of Control Charts 

Stanford (uSA) no distance learning courses in quality 
control 

mIt (uSA) no distance learning courses in quality 
control 

harvard (uSA) no distance learning courses in quality 
control 

berkeley (uSA) quality management [8] 

Portsmouth (uK) Strategic quality management [9] 

 

quality control and, in particular, the design of 
control charts is taught remotely mainly outside 
universities. Some of the main web sites are:

• ASq [10] - a society of quality specialists
• micquality [11] - an organization about 

distance learning quality control and 
statistical data processing.

• qualityCoach.net [12] - a web site dedicated 
to quality improvement.

• qualitytrainingPortal [13] - web portal 
about distance learning quality control by 
offering only lectures. the course is entitled: 
SPC training (Statistical Process Control 
training)

• flexStudy [14] is web portal about distance 
learning. the course is named „fundamentals 
of Statistical Process Control“, and it covers 
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the topic of control charts design.
• minitab proposes not only software about 

quality control, but also distance learning 
course.

All of these distance learning courses require 
preliminary registration fee. this makes it difficult 
to study what virtual labs are used. most of the 
online information resources for construction of 
control charts offer either video lectures [15] or 
theoretical static information in html format. 
for example SqConline offers free information 
about the types of control charts and calculator 
[16]. the calculator operates only for registered 
users and calculates various parameters of control 
charts but never draw them.

4. Conception of virtual laboratory for 
design of control charts.
According to definition, a virtual laboratory 

is “distributed workplace with main purpose 
of providing diverse laboratory equipment and 
computing resources. Virtual laboratory must 
include real experiments." this means that the 
student must be able to collect real data. Virtual 
laboratory should provide tools to overcome, the 
typical for distributed environment, geographical 
division. An example of this is the Internet. In 
other words, the virtual laboratory should provide 
global access [17].

Consequently, following main characteristics of 
the virtual laboratory for design of control charts 
can be summarized:

• Carrying out real experiments and collecting 
real data;

• Distributed environment;
• global access;
• minimum limits of resource type;
• high level of protection;
• functionality;
• Data communication

functionality means that the virtual laboratory 
should provide student/user with:

• Remote access to complex and expensive 
laboratory equipment;

• user-oriented dynamic measurement 
systems;

• library of digital technology;
• Data storage and management;
• educational potential;
• tools for working in a group;

the basic structure of a virtual laboratory for 
design of control charts is presented on the next 
figure.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the virtual laboratory  
for design of control charts.

the structural diagram contains units common 
to most of the existing virtual laboratories. they 
are:

• Web portal. It is associated with one of the 
main characteristics of virtual laboratory - global 
access. In Internet student will have access to both 
the computer and the equipment in the lab, through 
appropriately designed user interface on the client 
computer.

• Computer hardware with characteristics that 
can perform a wide range of simulations and data 
processing.

• Database containing specific information 
for the students. It could be, but not limited, 
identification name, date and time for experimental 
observations and processing, student results or 
even the address of computer the student used. 
the content of the database should be updated 
automatically. Should be considered that the 
database will contain a large amount of information 
and will expand.

• Software. each virtual lab is based on specific 
software that allows simulation of processes, 
data analysis and/or visualization. this is a key 
structural block in the organization of the virtual 
laboratory. the program interacts with the 
environment and allows student to work with it 
through an appropriate interface. the student, 
in turn, must have a priori knowledge of how to 
take advantage of the program. Software has to 
allow students access to real laboratory equipment 
through a web portal and interact with it as they 
would do it in a completely realistic environment. 
Software is in close connection with the concept of 
an instrument (tool), specific for every laboratory. 
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In a virtual environment is using the term virtual 
instrument.

• measurement tools. this is an important 
structural block of the virtual laboratory that 
makes it real. this block is associated with the 
characteristic of collecting real data and doing real 
experiments.

the user interface can include video, static 
images, graphs and user controls in real time to: 

• Adjust measurement equipment
• Display result from setting the equipment 

and measured values.
• Display automatically generating random 

samples with normal distribution if no 
hardware integration.

• Input calculated by students parameters
• exclude sample/s
• Draw resulted control chart
• Display automatically generated results to 

compare student work with correct answer
Additional conditions should be covered by the 

virtual laboratory for design of control charts are: 
• log-in system for student identification.
• Displaying the correct result after working 

time has elapsed. 
• Additionally, theoretical materials in .pdf or 

video/audio format could be provided.

5. Conclusion
Since today learning in statistical quality control 

emphasizes only on the lecture or presentation 
materials without the possibility for simulation 
and laboratory work of the students, establishment 
in labView, as the most appropriate environment, 
of a virtual laboratory for design of control charts 
would fill the gap that exists today in the field of 
distance learning in design of control charts.
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ВИРТУАЛНИ ЛАБОРАТОРИИ ЗА РАЗРАБОТВАНЕ  
НА СТАТИСТИЧЕСКИ КОНТОРЛНИ КАРТИ –  
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Резюме – В този доклад се представят съществуващите технологии за разработване на статистически 
контролни карти, както и тяхното приложение в някои от водещите българси и чуждестранни образователни 
институции. Тъй-като понастояшем не съществуват виртуални лаборатории за дистанционно обучение в 
областта на конторла на качеството, са дадени и изискванията на които трябва да отговарят тези лаборатории.

Ключови думи: - виртуални инструменти, приложения с отдалечен достъп, статистичски контрол на 
качеството, обучение.

 


